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Energy flow and balance in convergent systems beyond petapascal energy densities controls the fate of
late-stage stars and the potential for controlling thermonuclear inertial fusion ignition. Time-resolved x-ray
self-emission imaging combined with a Bayesian inference analysis is used to describe the energy flow and
the potential information stored in the rebounding spherical shock at 0.22 PPa (2.2 Gbar or billions of
atmospheres pressure). This analysis, together with a simple mechanical model, describes the trajectory of
the shell and the time history of the pressure at the fuel-shell interface, ablation pressure, and energy
partitioning including kinetic energy of the shell and internal energy of the fuel. The techniques used here
provide a fully self-consistent uncertainty analysis of integrated implosion data, a thermodynamic-path
independent measurement of pressure in the petapascal range, and can be used to deduce the energy flow in
a wide variety of implosion systems to petapascal energy densities.
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Dynamic compression experiments [1–4] allow physics
to be studied under conditions otherwise unobtainable on
Earth, and in doing so, have pushed the boundaries of
modern physics theory. Although these systems are
described as high energy density (HED, also known as
high pressure), the energy density (pressure) is exceedingly
difficult to measure, limiting experimental measurement of
pressure to particular thermodynamic pathways, such as the
Hugoniot [1,2,5], that allow the pressure to be constrained
by measurements of other quantities. In the most-extreme
cases convergent geometries [5–7] are used to amplify the
energy density that is achievable, creating the conditions
necessary to fuse the nuclei hydrogen isotopes [7–10].
These conditions are comparable to the states predicted
within the deep interior of main-sequence stars [11,12] and
the envelope of compact objects such as white dwarfs [13],
where physical theories have never been experimentally
tested. Advanced analysis techniques [14–18] are necessary
to quantify the pressure and energy evolution within these
systems, whether it be for fundamental HED science
[5,12,13] or to better understand the performance of
inertially confined fusion (ICF) plasmas [7–10].
In this Letter, a new analysis methodology for implosion

experiments is used to make a path independent measure-
ment of pressure up to and beyond 2 Gbar with a full error
analysis through Monte Carlo techniques, using decom-
pression measurements of a laser-driven glass shell. A self-
consistent mechanical model of the shell is combined with
Bayesian inference techniques to infer the trajectory of the

shell, the pressure profile at the fuel-shell interface, the
ablation pressure, and the temporal history of the mechani-
cal energies in the system. Such an in situ measurement of
the energy evolution is used to quantitatively characterize
the imploding system at gigabar pressures. This method can
be applied to a variety of different implosion types to
understand the assembled states of matter. The information
gained from this single integrated measurement on an
implosion experiment presents the first example of a
self-consistent quantitative analysis of a convergent HED
experiment at gigabar pressures with a robust uncertainty
analysis.
The experiments were carried out at the University of

Rochester’s Laboratory for Laser Energetics [19]. A strong,
spherically symmetric shock wave was launched into a
3-μm-thick SiO2 shell of 879 μm outer diameter, a so-
called “direct-drive exploding-pusher” target [20], filled
with nearly 20 atm of deuterium gas (D2). A schematic of
the experiment is shown in Fig. 1(a). The shock [gold
dashed in Fig. 1(a)] was launched by using approximately
14 kJ of ultraviolet laser light from the 60-beam OMEGA
laser with a 600-ps super-Gaussian temporal profile shown
in Fig. 1(b). The beams used SG5 distributed phase plates
providing, a super-Gaussian spot with a diameter of around
720 μm [21].
The absorbed laser light ablates the surface of the shell

and drives a shock wave into the target [20]. This shock
wave transits through the shell, imparting momentum
radially inward. The shock, after breaking out and into
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the deuterium gas, converges to the center of the target,
producing a steep increase in pressure, temperature, and
density. The shock then moves outward, decaying, and
eventually colliding with the converging shell. Once the
expanding shock hits the imploding shell, the shell reverses
direction and begins to move outward. The SiO2 shell’s
temperature becomes sufficiently high to ionize and pro-
duce significant bremsstrahlung emission. This emission is
measured using a 46-pinhole array attached to a time-gated
Sydor x-ray framing camera [22], providing a 2D projec-
tion of the emitting shell with multiple temporal snapshots.
The framing-camera measurements were taken with an

array of 10-μm pinholes at a magnification of 6. The images
from the pinholes are projected onto the voltage gated x-ray
detector and swept in time, giving snapshots of the x-ray
emission over approximately a 30-ps temporal integration
as determined from the voltage sweep, shown in Fig. 1(e).
The emission is localized in space and radially symmetric
indicating that a well-defined shell of mass is present.
The center of each image is located, and the peak of the

radially averaged lineout is taken as the position of the
shell. An example frame and lineout are shown in Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d), respectively. The time corresponding to this
position is calculated and the trajectory determined, as
shown in Fig. 2(b) in red points alongside the temporal
profile of the laser pulse (blue curve) and the time of peak
neutron emission (vertical green line) which corresponds to
roughly when the shock is at the center of the target.

The “thin shell” model [23] used to describe the system
treats the shell mass as localized in space and considers the
pressure pushing the shell inward (Pabl), to smaller radii, by
mass ablation and the pressure pushing the shell outward
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FIG. 2. The inferred (a) shell trajectory, (b) pressure at fuel shell
interface, and (c) ablation pressure resulting from Bayesian
parameter estimation based on the experimentally measured data.
Color bar shows highest posterior density intervals for each
quantity with the 68.3% credible interval given by the dashed line
in each.
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup, showing a 3-μm SiO2 shell filled with 18.9 atm of D2 gas. Symmetric laser
illumination drives a shock wave (dashed gold curve) through the shell into the gas and the shell continues to converge. The shock wave
reaches the center of the target and then returns moving outward and eventually interacts with the shell a second time. (b) The time
history of the laser drive and measurements along with the time that the shock reaches the center of the target given by the nuclear bang
time (vertical green line), a measurement of thermonuclear fusion products due to the extreme temperatures and densities created by the
converging shock wave. When the rebounding shock wave interacts with the shell, the conditions generate the x rays (e) measured in the
roughly 30-ps snapshots. (d) The peak of the radially averaged lineouts corresponds to the ring of emission in the (c) individual snapshot
and the red data points shown in (b).
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(Pfuel), to larger radii, due to the internal energy of the
compressed fuel. The balance of these pressures is used to
calculate the force on the shell, and therefore the accel-
eration through Newton’s second law. The trajectory of the
shell is found by integrating the second-order ordinary
differential equation,

d2R
dt2

¼ 4πR2ðPfuel − PablÞ
Mshell

; ð1Þ

where R is the radial location of the shell and the
acceleration of the shell is given by the net pressure times
the area of the shell divided by the mass of the shell (Mshell).
The temporal mass profile is based on a constant ablation
rate and, in conjunction with an exhaust velocity, this sets
the inward pressure felt by the shell due to the rocket effect
of mass ablation. The outward pressure felt by the shell is
modeled by exponential growth and decay before and after
the rebounding shock reaches the shell, respectively.
This model [24] is derived from similar models evoked

to interpret x-ray-driven implosion experiments [8,9] with a
few modifications that are specific to exploding pushers.
These targets have low shell mass and the energy transport
into the fuel is dominated by shock heating, rather than
compressive heating. The small remaining mass of the shell
is why the rebounding shock is able to change the direction
of the shell in the experiment. This system is able to reach
similar pressures as more compressive experiments but
does so with low convergence.
The model, as part of a Bayesian inference framework, is

used to deduce interesting physical quantities from the
integrated measurements. This process was verified [24]
using synthetic data generated from the 1D hydrodynamics
code LILAC [25]. The Bayesian inference process constrains
the self-consistent model, with a physically meaningful
parametrization, using as much available information from
the experiment as possible such as initial target conditions,
physical conservation laws, and measurements. The model
is efficient enough to be inverted using a sequential
Monte Carlo [26] sampling of the likelihood surface,
implemented using PYMC3 [27], and the full posterior
distributions of the parameters are found. These distribu-
tions are then used to construct the experimentally
informed distributions for the physical conditions present
in the system shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
The experimentally inferred shell trajectory and temporal

pressure profile at the fuel-shell interface and ablation front,
Figs. 2(a)–2(c), are a direct result of the model inference.
The trajectory [Fig. 2(a)] and ablation pressure [Fig. 2(c)]
are both tightly constrained, at the 5% and 10% levels,
respectively. Pressure is a key quantity that characterizes a
HED system (as it is the measure of energy density), and
specifically the ablation pressure is a measure of how
efficiently laser energy couples into the converging shell.
Ablation pressure is usually either measured in planar

geometry [28] or inferred from hydrodynamics codes in
spherical geometry [29], in both cases the utility for testing
the coupling models for implosions is limited. These
particular measurements are but one example of the utility
provided by the richness and complexity of the results
derived from this analysis method.
The pressure profile in Fig. 2(b) shows a peak pressure of

2.2� 0.7=1.0 Gbar corresponding to the outgoing shock
wave hitting the shell. The pressures measured here
exceeds the energy density defined by binding energy of
core electrons and the volume of their orbitals (≈500 Mbar
for Si), meaning if there are still bound electrons (very
likely prior to the return shock hitting the shell), their
orbitals will be highly perturbed by neighboring atoms
leading to complex collective behavior [30]. Beyond the
direct pressure effects that may occur, measuring the
pressure profile at the fuel shell interface, and specifically
the pressure when the shock reaches the interface, is
interesting for two reasons: (1) The direct measurement
of pressure is one of the most challenging aspects
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energy of the system accounts for approximately half of the total
incident laser energy, but of that only about 10% contributes to
doing work on the fuel. (b) Mass credible intervals from the
model including the shell mass (dark blue shading), ablated mass
(green shading), the released mass (gold shading), and the fuel
mass (red shading) as a function of time.
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of making an absolute equation-of-state measurement,
especially at gigabar conditions, and (2) in traditional
(compressive) ICF implosions, the fuel is generally
regarded as isobaric, so a measurement of the pressure
at the fuel-shell interface gives the pressure of the
entire fuel.
In addition to the pressure profiles, the use of a self-

consistent mechanical model for the shell gives insight into
how energy is partitioned throughout the experiment. The
kinetic energy of the imploding shell follows from the
velocity of the shell [calculated when solving Eq. (1)] and
the mass of the shell, Ekin ¼ 0.5Mv2, and the work done on
the fuel by the shell follows from the trajectory of the shell
and the pressure profile at the interface. The work dW at a
given time is equal to the change in volume dV of the fuel
(given by the position of the shell) multiplied by the
pressure P at the boundary,

dW ¼ PdV; ð2Þ

the total work done on the fuel and, assuming adiabatic
compression, the total energy of the fuel, follows from
integrating the work. There are additional forms of
mechanical energy modeled and there are additional forms
of energy not accounted for by the model, all of which are
presented in Fig. 3(a). The solid blue line is the laser energy
as a function of time, from integrating the measured on-shot
power. The shaded regions represent the highest posterior
density intervals with 68.3% of the probability for each of
the energy components. Components constrained in the
model include the shell kinetic energy (dark blue shading),
the energy in the fuel (red shading), the kinetic energy of
the ablated mass (green), and the kinetic energy of the shell
which does not do work on the fuel due to material release
(gold shading). The sum of these components (gray
shading) represents the total mechanical energy in the
system. The remaining difference between the mechanical
energy and the total laser energy (magenta shading)
represents all of the different energy sinks that are not
captured in the model. These components include internal
energy of the corona and shell, radiation losses, and
uncoupled laser energy.
The mechanical energy of the system plateaus prior to

the laser energy, showing the time when the shell decouples
from the ablation surface. At this point, additional laser
energy does not increase the kinetic energy of the shell and
does not contribute to adding energy to the fuel. This point
coincides with the peak of the kinetic energy of the shell,
which is an important metric for the performance of ICF
implosions, although it is rarely directly measured [9,31].
Additional laser energy deposited after this point likely
stays in the already ablated mass in the form of thermal
energy. Although about half of the incident laser energy
goes into mechanical energy of the system, only about 10%
of this energy ends up in the fuel. All of the shell mass does

not contribute to doing work on fuel [32], demonstrated in
Fig. 3(b) where the different mass components are shown
as a function of time.
The mass that does work on the fuel is the shell mass,

about 60% of which is ablated by the time the laser turns
off, after which the mass from the shell begins to release.
This released mass also does not do work on the fuel.
Ultimately the shell changes direction when the pressure
from the fuel is sufficiently high, at which point released
mass is recaptured as the shell moves out.
Previous measurements of mechanical energy and mass

remaining in implosion experiments rely on backlit radi-
ography techniques [31,33], which are perturbative to the
system and require the removal of drive beams reducing
symmetry. They also often make use of hydrodynamics
codes to infer system quantities making uncertainty analy-
sis challenging [9,14,15,17]. The method developed here
provides the peak kinetic energy of the shell, the complete
time history of the kinetic energy of the shell, and the work
done on the fuel in a nonperturbative, in situ measurement.
The analysis technique provides a method for gaining
quantitative insight from integrated HED measurements
that was previously not possible.
To provide perspective, Fig. 4 shows a temperature-

density diagram and a series of isobars (curves of constant
pressure) corresponding to other relevant HED regimes
such as 1 Mbar, the top pressure achieved in static
compression experiments (with some exceptions) [34],
50 Mbar, the top pressures measured in planar dynamic
experiments [35], 2.2 Gbar, the highest pressure measured
in this experiment, and 300 Gbar, the pressure predicted to
be in the core of the sun [11] and the highest predicted
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pressures in HED experiments [8,9]. The orange-yellow
color map shows the modeled temperature and density
states as functions of radius within the solar interior [11].
The green-yellow color map shows the temperature and
density states of the fuel in this experiment as functions of
time derived from assuming a fully ionized ideal equation
of state and conservation of mass using the trajectory of
shell to determine fuel volume and the pressure at the
interface, treating the fuel as isobaric, a reasonable approxi-
mation (due to the high temperatures, > 106 K, leading to
high sound speeds) despite the spatial gradients likely
within the temperature and density. This provides a useful
illustration of the average temperature and density states
within the fuel given the measured energy deposited within
the fuel. Generally, as seen here, convergent HED systems
reach pressures relevant to solar interiors but through
higher temperatures and lower densities, although experi-
mental designs can be tuned to achieve densities more
relevant to stellar interiors.
In summary, the interaction of a laser-driven glass shell

with a gigabar rebounding shock wave was studied using
Bayesian inference and in situ x-ray self-emission imaging.
The peak pressure achieved by the shock wave was
2.2� 0.7=1.0 Gbar, higher than any previous mechanical
measurement of a shock wave strength. The measurement
of ablation pressure and shell trajectory can both be used to
test key physics used in implosion modeling and the full
temporal history of the kinetic energy of the shell provides
insight into both the efficiency of laser conversion into
mechanical energy and ultimately into the work done on the
fuel. The implications of these measurements are far
reaching: the possibility of absolute equation-of-state
measurements using a mechanical measurement of pressure
[5], diagnosing the conditions within implosions for studies
of atomic spectroscopy [36], fundamental nuclear science
under extreme thermodynamic conditions [12], and more
robust methods for quantifying the performance of ICF
implosions [9,14,15,17]. The numerous results presented
here demonstrate the richness of information that is
available from Bayesian inference of integrated data from
convergent HED experiments.
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